Dear Commissioner Věra Jourová,

Private policy roundtable with Tony Blair

The Tony Blair Institute for Global Change and The European Policy Centre are delighted to invite you to a private breakfast roundtable discussion with Tony Blair.

A revolution is underway: one whose consequences could dwarf those of the Industrial Revolution that helped build our modern economy and changed the face of Europe and the world. The technological revolution, like the Industrial Revolution, is presenting opportunities and challenges that Europe must navigate. This requires a radical new policy agenda, with economic security, science and technology at its core, as political leaders gear up for EP elections and a new Commission in 2024.

Our roundtable will convene a select group of leaders and policymakers in Brussels to discuss and share their insights on the best strategies to ensure the EU and Member States harness the benefits of the technological revolution.

**Date:** Tuesday 24 October  
**Time:** 8:15-9:45am  
**Venue:** European quarter Brussels. Exact location to be shared upon confirmation.  
*A light breakfast will be served. Chatham House rules apply.*

Please RSVP to @institute.global no later than Tuesday 17 October. Kindly note this invitation is non-transferrable. If you are unable to attend and would like to nominate a colleague, please reach out to @institute.global.

Best regards,

, TBI Brussels Office
Visit our [website](#) to see how we support political leaders and governments to build open, inclusive and prosperous societies in a globalised world.
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